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Orcir.ar.ce on Customs value 

oi' 25 Sert tec, car 1980. 

The Government prescribes the following. 

CS::iotar 1. Introductory provisions 

1 § When according to the Customs-Tariff (1977:975) duty shall 

te calculated on the value of the goads» this value (customs 

value) shall be determined in accordance with this Ordinance. 

The customs value shall primarily be•determined under the 

provisions of Chapter 2. If these provisions are-not applicable 

the customs value shall be determined under-the provisions 

of Chapters 3» 4» 5, 6 and 7» applied in sequential order. 

If the importer so requests the order of application of 

Chapters 5 and 6 shall be reversed. 

2 § In this Ordinance: 

(1) transaction value means the price actually paid or 

payable for the goods when sold for export to Sweden, 

adjusted in accordance with the provisions of 3 § of 

Chapter 2 and of Chapter 8. The price actually paid or 

.payable is the total payment made or to be made by the 

buyer to or for the benefit of the coller for the 

ir..oorto i £oo is ; 

(2) hy.T cr.d ac-llf.-r s*.ail bo dimmed :&.bc roJ at'.-:: -only if 

they are officers or directors of one another's businesses, 
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they are legally recognised partners in- business, 

they are er.ploycr rid employee, 

they are members of the same family, 

any per s or. directly or indirectly owns, controls or 
holds 5 per pant or more of the outstanding voting 
stock or shares of both of thon, 

one of them directly or indirectly controls the other, 

•both of them are directly or indirectly controlled by a 
third person, • 

together they directly or indirectly control a third 
person. 

Layer'and seller who are associated in business with one 

another in that one is the sole agent, sole distributor or 

solo concessionaire of the other shall be deemed to be 

related if they fall within the above criteria; 

(3) identical maoris means goods produced in the same country 

and which are the same in all respects, including 

physical characteristics, quality and reputation. Minor 

differences in appearance would not preclude goods 

otherwise conforming to the definition from being 

regarded as identical; 

(4) similar -cods means goods which are produced in the same 

country and which, although not alike in all respects, 

have like characteristics and like, component materials 

which enable them to perform the same functions and 

to be commercially interchangeable. The quality of 

the goods, their reputation and the existence of a 

trade mark are among the factors to be considered 

in determining v/hother goods are similar; 

\lj) ••~->cds. of the sane class or kind means goods which fail 

within a group or range of goods produced by a parti

cular industry or industry sector, and includes identical 

and similar goods; 

(«->) port or p'l.-'f.o of importation means for-goods carried 

by .:oa cr by air the port in which the goods :.r=j u::-

*io idvJL fro::: the vessel or the aircraft, ;.:.nd for goods 

curried by other means of transport .the first place 

in the customs territory to which the goods are brought. 
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Chapter 2. Pransaction value of the imported ."-ood.". 

1 § The customs value shall be the transaction value of 

the imported goods, provided 

(1) that there are no restrictions as to the disposition 

or use of the goods by the buyer other than restrictions 

which arc imposed or required by law or by the public 

authorities in Sweden, which limit the geographical area in 

which the goods may be resold or which do rot substantially 

affect the value of the goods; 

(2) that the sale or price is not subject to some 

condition or consideration fox» which a value cannot 

be determined; 

(3) that no part of the proceeds of any subsequent resale, 

disposal or use of.the goods by the buyer will accrue 

. directly or indirectly to the seller, unless an appropriate 

adjustment can be made in accordance with the provisions 

of 1 § of Chapter 8; and 

(4) that the buyer and seller are not related, or where 

the buyer arid seller are related, that the transaction 

value is acceptable for customs purposes under the 

provisions of 2 § of Chapter 2. 

2 § Even if the buyer and seller are related the* transaction 

value shall be accepted and the customs value determined under 

the provisions of 1 § of Chapter 2 if 

(1) the relationship did not influence the price provided 

that this is proved by an examination of the sale; or 

(2) the importer demonstrates that the transaction value 

closely approximates to either the transaction value 

in snle>j to unrelated buyers of identical -or similar 

goods for export to Sweden, occurring at or about the. 

s.-ime time, or t.10 customs value of identical or similar 

good.i as determined at cr about the came time under 

the provisions of Chapters 5 or 6. 
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In applying the foregoing tests, due account shall be 

taken of demonstrated difi'erenees in commercial levels, 

quantity levels, costs, values, royalties and charges enume

rated in 1 and 2* §§ of Chapter 8 and costs incurred 

by the seller in sales in which he and the buypr are 

not related that are not incurred by the seller in sales 

in wh Lch he and the buyer are related. 

5 § In applying this Chapter the following charges or costs 

shall not be included in the customs value, provided that they can 

be distinguished from the price actually paid or payable for 

the goods; 

(1) costs of construction, erection, assembly, maintenance 

f"|| and technical assistance, undertaken after importation 

on such imported goods as industrial plant, machinery 

or equipment; 

(2) the cost of transport after importation; 

(3). duties and taxes in Sweden; 

(4) forwarding charges in Sweden. 

Chapter ?. Transaction value of identical goods 

» 1 § If the customs value cannot be determined under the 

«J 
provisions of Chapter 2, the customs value shall be the 

transaction value of identical goods sold for export to 

Sweden and exported at or about the same time as the goods being valued. 

this comccticc the transaction value of identical goods 

means the customs value which has been determined under 

Chapter 2, adjusted to take account of differences in distances 

and modes of transport and in accordance with the provisions 

of the second paragraph. 

In applying this Chapter, the transaction value of identical 

goods in a sale at the same commercial level and in substantially "~ 

the sor.o quantity a.: the goods being valued shall bo used primarily. 

'-here no such sale 1:J found, the transaction value of identic;! 

goods sold at a different commercial level and/or in different 

quantities, adjusted to take account of differences attributable 
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to commercial level and/or to quantity shall be used, provided 

that such adjustments can be made on the basi3 of demonstrated 

evidence which clsarly establishes the reasonableness of the 

' ' adjustment. % 

If, in applying this. Chapter, mere than one transaction value 

of identical goods is found, the lowest such value shall be 

U3ed to determine the customs value of the imported goods. 

Chapter 4. Transaction value of similar «roods 

1 § If the customs value cannot be determined under the . 

provisions of Chapters 2 or 3 "the customs value shall be the 

transaction value of similar goods sold for export to Sweden 

and exported at or about the same time as the goods being valued. In 

cannectioi the transaction value of similar goods means 

the customs value v/hich has'been determined under Chapter 2, 

adjusted to take account of differences in distances and 

nodes of. transport and in accordance with the provisions of 

the second paragraph. 

In applying this Chapter, the transaction value of similar 

goods in a sale at the same commercial level and in substantially 

the sace quantity as the goods being valued shall be used primarily. 

Where no such sale is found, the transaction value of similar 

( • goods sold at a different commercial level and/or in different 

quantities, adjusted to take account of differences 

attributable to commercial level and/or to quantity shall be 

used, provided that such adjustments can be made on the basis 

of demonstrated evidence which clearly establishes the 

reasonableness of the adjustment. 

If, in appLying this Chapter, more than one transaction value 

of similar goods is found, the lowest such value shall be 

used to determine the customs value of the imported goods. 

• 'rap*-.(.r H. Ovistomj vrtuo bared on the "o"1!!:^ ̂ r'ico in Swodcr: 

1 $ If the customs value cannot be determined under the provi

sions of Chapters 2, 3 or 4, the customs value shall be determined 
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under the provisions of this Chapter, unless the third para

graph ci 1 § of Chapter 1 shall be applied. 

2 § If the imported goods o r identical or similar imported 

/roods are sold in Sweden in the condition as imported, the 

customs value shall be based on the unit price at which the 

imported goods or identical or similar imported goods are 

cold in the greatest aggregate quantity, at or about the time 

of the importation of the goods being valued, to persons who 

are not related to the seller, subject 

to deductions for the following: 

(i) either the commissions usually paid or agreed to 

bo paid or the additions usually made for profit 

and general expenses in connection with sales in 

Sweden of imported goods of the same class or kind; 

(2) the usual costs of transport and insurance and associated 

cosxs incurred vithin Sweden; 

(5) the customs duties and other national taxes payable 

in. Sweden by reason of the importation or sale of the 

goods; and 

(4) forwarding charges in Sweden. " • • 

5 'j " neither the imported goods nor identical nor similar 

imported goods are sold in Sweden at or about the time of importa

tion of the goods being valued, the customs value shall, sub

ject otherwise to cĥ.- provisions of 2 § of this Chapter, be 

based en the unit price at which the imported goods or identical 

or similar imported goods are sold in Sweden 

in the condition as imported at the earliest date after the 

importation of the goods being valued but before the expiration 

of ninety days after such importation. 

-, • j If :; ;...ti-o,? the impoi't̂ .-"; goods ncr idoi.ticai r:or ^imilai 

imported goods are z..ld in Sweden in the condition as imported, 

then, ii* the importer 00 requests, the customs value shall, sub-
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^cet £a*tlicr:r:a>.-o to the provisions of 2 § of this Chapter, be 

based on the unit price at which the imported goods, after further 

processing, are sold in the greatest segregate quantity to 

persons in Sweden who are not related to the seller, 

due allowance being made for the value 

added by such processing and the deductions provided for in 

2 § of this Chapter. 

Chanter 5. Customs value based on the production value 

1 § If the customs value cannot be determined under the provi

sions of Chapters 2, J or 4 or - unless the third paragraph of 1 § of 

Chapter 1 shall be applied - Chapter 5, the customs value 

shall be based on a computed value (production value). The 

production value consists' of the sun of: 

(1) the cost or value of materials and fabrication or 

other processing employed in producing the imported 

goods; 

(2) an amount for profit and general expenses equal to 

that usually reflected in sales of goods of the same 

class.or kind as the goods being valued which are made 

by producers in the country of•exportation for -export 

to Swedenj and 

(3) the cost or value of all other expenses referred to 

in 2 § of Chapter 8. 

Chapter 7. Customs value determined using reasonable mems 

1 § If the customs value of the imported goods cannot be 

determined under the provisions of Chapters 2 to 6, inclusive, 

the customs value shall be determined using reasonable moans 

consistent with the principles and general provisions of this 

Ordinance and of Article VII of the General Agreement, on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT) and on the basis of data available in iJweaen. 
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2 § ï.'c customs value shall ce determined under the provisions of 1 § 

of this Ch_pter or. the basis of: 

(1) the selling1 price in Sweden of goods produced in 

Sveden; » 

(2) a system which provides for the acceptance for customs 

purposes of the higher of two alternative values; 
(3) the price of goods on the domestic market of the country of 

exportation; 
(4 ) t:>e cost cf production other than computed values 

which have oeen determined for identical or similar 

goods in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 6; 

(3) "the price of the «cods for export to a country other 

than Sweden; 

(6) minimum customs values; or 

(7) arbitrary or fictitious values. 

Chapter. 3, Costa etc. to be included in customs value 

-. 
i $> In determining the customs value under the provisions of 

Chapter 2, there shall be added to the price actually paid or 

payable fcr the imported goods: 

(1) the following, tc the extent that they are incurred by' 

the buyer but are not included in the price actually paid 

or payable for the goods: 

(a) commissions and brokerage, except buying commissions; 

<xb) the cost of containers which are treated as being 

one for customs purposes with the goods in question; 

(0) the cost, of packing whether for labour or materials; 

(2) the value, apportioned as appropriate, of the following 

goods and services ..here supplied directly or indirectly 

by the buyer free of charge or at reduced cost for use 

i:: connection with i':.e production and sale for exporz 

of the ir.ported goods, to the extent.that such value has 

m be-o:. ir.ej.ui.---i in the price: .actually paid or payable: 

{:.,; materials, compcr.en's, parts ,<r.d similar items in-

•s imported goods; 

http://ir.ej.ui.---i
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(b) tools, dies, moulds arid siiailar items used, ir; the 

production of the imported goods; 

(c) materials consumed in the production of the imported 

goods; t 

(d) engineering, development, artwork, design work, and 

plans and sketches undertaken elsewhere than in -Sweden 

and necessary for the production of the imported goods; 

(p) royalties and licence fees related to the- goods being 

valued that the buyer must pay, either directly or in

directly, aa a condition of sale of the goods being 

valued, to the extent that such royalties arid fees are 

not included in the price actually paid or payable; 

(4) the value of any part of the proceeds of any subsequent 
i 

resale, disposal or use of the imported goods that 

accrues directly or indirectly to the seller. 

2 § Customs value shall include: 

(1) the cost of transport, of the imported goods to the pert 

of place of importation; 

(2) loading, unloading and handling charges associated \r.th 

the transport of the imported goods to the port of place 

of importation; and 

(3) the cost of insurance. 

3 § îïo additions shall be made to the price actually paid or 

payable in determining the customs value except as provided in 1 and 

2 §§ of this Chapter. 

Chapter 9. Special provisions 

1 § If it is demonstrated that the imported goods have been 

damaged before the time rcfexvred to in 6 a §. of the Customs lav/ 

(l$?3îo7û), account may be taken to the.reduction of the value 

of the goods in determining the customs value. 

2 § If the customs value is based on amounts which are expressed 

in a foreign currency, the conversion to Swedish crowns shall 

be made according to regulations issuc-d by the Board of Customs 
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ii. consultation with the Bank of Sweden, 

3 § Purther provisions concerning the application of this-

Ordinance shall be issued by the 3oard of Customs, taking 

into consideration the Agreement on implementation of Article 

VII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (CATT). 

Diis Ordinance shall enter into force on 1 January 1981.. 

/ 
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Instructions to the Ordinance (1980:749) on customs value 

issued by .the 3oard of Customs on 9 October 1930 

Under the provisions of 3 § of Chapter 9 of the Ordinance on 

customs value the Board of Customs prescribes the following. 

G-evieral Tote 

K For the purposes of the Ordinance on customs value, the customs 

authorities shall utilize information prepared in a manner 

consistent with generally accepted acounting principles in the 

country vhich is appropriate for the provision in question. 

For example, the determination of usual profit and general ex

penses ur.der the provisions of 2 § of Chapter 5 would be carried 

out utilizing information prepared in a manner consistent with 

generally accepted accounting' principles in Sweden. On the 

other hand, the determination of usual profit and general expenses 

under the provisions of 1 § of Chapter 6 would be carried out 

utilizing information prepared in a manner consistent with 

generally accepted accounting principles of the country of 

production. Furthermore, the value of such tools, dies, moulds 

and similar items delivered from Sweden and used in the. production. 

of the imported goods, as shall be included in the customs value 

under the previsions of 1 §(2)(b) of Chapter 8, shall be determined 

utilizing information prepared in a manner consistent with 

generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden. 

2. "Generally accepted accounting principles" refers in 

the recognised consensus or substantial authoritative support 

within à country at a particular time. These standards may be 

broad guidelines of general application as well as detailed 

practices and procedures. 

Çash_discount 

Cash discount may be deducted in determining the customs value. 

If different rates of discount may bo applicable, .'..-•auction is 
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allr-v/ed according to the highest rate. Cash discount exceediug 

4 % :nay bo deducted only if it is actually applied. 

Note to Chapter 1 

I0-1-Se
lf the importer docs not request "that the order of Chapters 

5 and 6 be reversed, the normal order of the sequence is to 

be followed, Of the importer does so request but it then 

proves impossible to determine the customs value under the 

provisions of Chapter 6, the customs value is to be determined 

under the provisions of Chapter 5» if it can be so determined. 

1°_2_§_ 
1. The. payment need not necessarily take the form of a 

transfer of money. Payment may be made by way of letters of 

credit or negotiable instruments.. Payment may be made directly 

or indirectly. An example of an indirect payment would be 

the settlement by the buyer, whether in whole or in part, of 

a debt owed by the seller. 

Activities undertaken by the buyer on his own account, other 

than those for which an adjustment is provided in Chapter 8, 

are not considered to be an indirect payment to the seller, 

ever, though they might be regarded as of benefit to the seller. 

The co'sts of such activities shall not, therefore, be added to 

the price actually paid or payable in determining the customs 

value. 

The price actually paid or payable refers to the price for 

the imported goods. Thus the flow of dividends or other 

payments from the buyer to the seller that do not relate to 

the imported goods are not part of the transaction value. 

?.. One ucrson shall be deemed to control another person 

wher. the former is legally or operationally in à position to 

exorcise restraint or direction over the latter. 

3. The word produced includes grown and mined. 
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Note to Chapter 2 

The requirement that the sale or m'ice shall not be subject 

to rorne condition or consideration for which a vqluc cannot 

be cletera.Inod refers to such cases whore the actual value 

can not be determined with respect to the imported goods. 

Consequently, the transaction value shall not be accepted if 

(a) the seller establishes the price of the imported goods 

on condition that the buyer will al30 buy other goods in 

specified quantities; 

(b) the price of the imported goods is dependent upon the 

price or prices at which the buyer of the imported goods 

sells other goods to the seller of the imported goods; 

(c) the price is established on the basis of a form of 

payment extraneous to the imported goods, such as where the 

imported goods are semi-finished goods which have been 

provided by the seller on condition that he will receive a 

specified quantity of the finished goods. 

However, conditions or considerations relating to the produc

tion or marketing of the imported goods shall not result in 

rejection of the transaction value. For example, the fact 

that the buyer furnishes the seller with engineering and 

plans undertaken in Sweden shall not result in rejection of 

the transaction value for the purposes of 1 § (2) of Chapter 

2. Likewise, if the buyer undertakes on his own account, 

even though oy agreement with the seller, activities relating 

to the marketing of the imported goods, the value of these 

activities is not part of the customs .value nor shall such, 

activities result in rejection of the transaction value. 

i°-2JLGLL 
1. An examination of a sale in a case where the buyer and 

the geller are related will only be required where there are 

doubts about the acceptability of the price. Where the 

customs authorities have no doubts about the acceptability 

of t-ie.pr'.cc, it .'should be accepted without requesting 

further- information from the importer. For example, the 

customs authorities may have previously examined the 

relations.:ip, or it may already 'nave detailed information 
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concerning; the buyer and the seller, and may already be 

satisfied from such examination or information that the 

relationship cLid not influence the price. • 

2. Where it can be shown that the buyer and seller, 

although related under the provisions of 2 § of Chapter 1, 

buy from and sell to each other as if they were not' related, 

this would demonstrate that the price had not been influenced 

by the relationship. As an example of this, if the price 

had been settled in a manner consistent with the normal 

prii.cing practices of the industry in question or with- the 

way the.seller settles prices for sales to buyers who are 

not related to him, this would demonstrate that the price 

had not been influenced by the relations-rip. As a further 

example, where it is shown that the price is adequate to 

ensure recovery of all costs plus a profit which is 

representative of the firm's overall profit realised over 

a representative period of time (e.g. on an annual basis) 

in rales of goods of the same class cr kind, this would 

demonstrate that the price had not been influenced. 

J.' Where a test under 2 § (2) is met, it is not necessary 

to examine the question of influence under 2 § (l). If the 

customs authorities have already sufficient information to be 

satisfied, without further detailed inquiries, that one of 

the tests provided in 2 § (2) has been met, there is no 

reason for it to require the importer to demonstrate that 

the test can be met. 

To_'._§_(2)_ 

A n-.:mber of factors must be taken into consideration in 

det< rmini :*% whether one value closely approximates to another 

vaiiie. These factors include the nature of the imported goods, 

the nature of the industry itself, the season in which the 

goods are imported, and, whether the difference in values 

is commercially significant. Since these factors' nay vary 

froii case to case, it would be impossible to apply a uniform 

st•<.: dard such as a fixed percentage, in ea'ch case. Per example, 

a v. all eif i'-.renco in value in a case ir.vol ving. or.:.- type of 

goods could be unacceptable while a large diffei-ence in a case 

invcivinr another type of goods might be acceptable in determining 

whelner the l-ransactio:: value colsely approximates to the "test" 

valves se+. forth in 2 § (2). 
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Note to Chapters 5 and A 

1. For the purposes of 1 § of Chapter 3 and 1 § of Chapter 

4. the transaction value of identical or similar imported ;roods 

œeans a customs value, adjusted as provided for in the second 

paragraph of the respective sections and with account taken 

to significant differences in such costs as are mentioned in 

2 § of Chapter 8, between the imported goods and the identical 

or similar imported goods arising from differences in distances 

and modes of transport. The customs value for the identical 

or similar imported goods shall already have oeen accepted 

under the provisions of Chapter 2. 

2. In applying 1 § of Chapter 5» and 1 >) of Chapter 4» the . 

customs authorities shall, wherever possible, use a sale cf 

identical or similar roods at the same commercial level 

and in substantially the sane quantities as the roods -being 

valued. Where no such* sale is found, a sale of identical or 

"similar goods that takes place under any one of the following 

three conditions may be used: 

(a) a sale at the same commercial level but in different 

quantities; 

(b) a sale, at a different commercial level but in substantially 

the same quantities; or 

(c) a sale at a different commercial level and in different 

quantities. 

3. Having found a sale under any one of these three condi

tions adjustments will thon be made, as the case may be, for: 

(a) quantity factors only; 

(b) commercial level factors only; or 

(c) both commercial level and quantity factors. 

4. The expression "and/or" allows the flexibility to use 

any sale described under (2) and then make the necessary 

adjustments described under (3). 

5» A condition for adjustment because of different commercial. 

levels or different quantities is that such adjustment, 

whether it leads to an increase or a decrease in -the value, 

be made only on the bauic of reliable demonstrated evidence, 

e.g. valid price licts containing prices referring to different 

levels or different quanxities. In the absence of such evidence 

the provisions of Chapter 3 or 4 are not applicable in 

determining the customs value. 
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Note to Chapter 5 

1. The t<;rm unit price at which ... froods arc sold In the 

Kr< .test -jry-rep-atc nu an tit y moans the price at which the 

greatest number of units is sold in sales, to persons who 

aro aot related to the persor.s from whom thoy buy such goods 

at the first commercial level after importation. 

2. Any sale in Sweden, as described in (l) above, to a 

person who supplies directly or indirectly free of charge 

or at reduced cost for use in connection with the production 

and sale for export to Sweden of the imported goods any of 

the elements specified in 1 § (2) of Chapter 8, should not 

be taken into account in establishing the unit price for 

the purposes of Chapter 5. 

:>. Profit a/id fperioral expenses referred to in 2 § (l) of 

Chapter* 5 shall be taken as a whole. The figure for the 

purposes of this deduction should be determined on the basis 

of information supplied by or on behalf of the importer unless 

hir; figures are inconsistent with those obtaining in sales 

in Sweden of imported goods of the same class or kind. Where 

the importer's figures are inconsistent•with such figures, 

the amount for profit "and general expenses may be based upon 

relevant information other than that supplied by or on 

behalf of the importer. 

A. General expenses include the direct and indirect costs 

of marketing the goods in question. 

|3. In dete^naining either the commissions or the usual 

profits arid .- eneral expenses under the provisions of 2 § (l) 

of Chapter 5, the question whether certain goods are of the 

sar:.c- class or kind as other must be determined on a case-by-case 

basis by reference to the circumstances involved. Sales in 

Sweden of the narrowest group or range of imported goods of 

the 3ame class cr kind, which includes the goods being valued, 

for which the necessary information can be provided, should 

be examined. For the purposes of Chapter 5» goods of the same 

class or kind includes goods imported from the same country 

as t'ae goods being valued as well as goods imported from 

other countries. / 

6. For the purposes of 3 § of Chapter 5» the earliest date 

shall be :he date by which sales of the imported goods or of 

identical or similar imported goods are made'in sufficient 

quantity to establish the unit price. 
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'/. "Where the method in 4 § of Chapter 5 is used, deduc

tions made for the value added by further ?rccess5.r.r- shall 

be based on accepted industry formulas, recipes, methods 

of construction, and other industry practices. 

6. The iietiiod of valuation provided for in 4 § of Chapter 5 

whould normally not be applicable when, as a result'of the 

further processing, the imported goods lose- their identity. 

However, there can be instances where, although the identity 

of the imported goods is lost, the value added cy the process

ing can be determined accurately without unreasonable diffi

cult'.'. On the other handf-^there can also be instances where 

the imported goods maintain their identity but fora such a 

miner element in the goods sold in Sweden that the use of 

the valuation method provided for in 4 § of Chapter 5 would 

be unjustified. 

Note to Chanter 6 

1. The use of the confuted value method will generally be 

limited to those cases where the buyer and seller are related, 

and the producer is prepared to supply to the authorities 

of the country of importation the necessary costings and to 

provide facilities for any subsequent verification which nay 

be necessary, 

2. Ko authority ma;/ require or compel any person not 

resident in Sweden to produce for examination, <cr to allow' 

access to, any account or other record for the purposes of 

determinir.g a computed value. However, information supplied 

by the producer of the goods for the purposes of determining 

the customs value under the previsions of this Chapter may 

be verified in another country by Swedish authorities with 

the agreement of the producer and provided they give sufficient 

advance notice to the government of the country in question 

and the latter does not object to the investigation. 

3. The cost cf v-Iuc referred to in 1 § (1) of Chapter 6 

is to be determined on the basis of information relating to 

the production of the goods being valued supplied by or on 

behalf of the producer. It is to be based upon the commercial 

accounts of the producer, provided that such accounts are 

consistent with t:ie generally accepted accounting principles 

applied in the ecu::try where the goods are produced. 
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.'I. The ccc~ or -value shall include the cost of elements 

specified in 1 § (b) and (c) of Chapter 8. It shall also include 

the value, apportioned as appropriate under the provisions 

of the relevant note to Chapter 8, of any element specified 

in I § (if) of Chapter 8 which has been supplied directly or 

indirectly oy the buyer for use in connection With the 

production of the imported goods. The value of the elements 

specified in 1 § (2)(d) of-Chapter 8 which are undertaken in 

Sv.'eeen shall be included only to the extent that such elements 

are charred to the producer. No cost or value of the elements 

referred to in this paragraph shall be counted twice in" 

determining Lhe computed value. 

5. The amount for -profit and general expenses referred to 

in "i § (2) of Chaoter 6 is to be determined on the basis 

of information supplied by or .on behalf of the producer unless 

his figures are inconsistent with those usually reflected in 

sales from the country of exportation to Sweden of goods 

of the same class or kind as the goods being valued. 

6. The amount for profit and general expenses has to be 

taken as a whole. It follows that if, in any particular case, 

the producer's profit figure is low and his general expenses 

are high, his profit and general expenses taken together may 

nevertheless be consistent with that usually reflected in 

salts of goods of the same class or kind. Such a situation 

might occur, for example, if a product were being launched 

in'.Sweden and the producer accepted a nil or low profit to 

offset high general expenses associated with the launch. 

Where the producer can demonstrate that he is taking a low 

profit or: hie sales of the imported goods because of particular 

com: eroi: 1 circumstance::, his actual profit figures should be 

tnk'n in"o account provided that he has valid commercial 

re;i: ons to justify them and hie pricing policy reflects 

usu. 1 pricing pclicies in the branch of industry concerned. 

Such a situation might occur, for example, where producers 

haw been forced to lover prices temporarily because of an 

unforeseeable- drop in demand, or where they sell goods to 

c. ..; le-me; t c. range of goods being produced in Sweden and 

aci.pt a iov: profit to maintain competitivity. V.l.fire the 

prj.ucer' s own figures for profit and general expenses-

are not consistent with these usually reflected in sales 
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of goods of the sa.r.e class or kind as the goods being valued 

whic'i are r.ade by producers in the country of exportation 

for export to Sweden, the amount for profit and general 

expenses :-:jy be based upon relevant information other than 

that supplied by or on behalf of the producer of ïthe goods. 

Y. Where information other than that supplied by or on 

behalf of the producer is used for the purposes of determining 

a computed value, the customs authorities shall - with due 

observance cf the secrecy rules - inform the importer, if 

the lattex* co requests, of the source of such information, 

the data used and the calculations based upon cuch data» 

8. The rcr.eral expenses referred to in 1 § (2) of Chapter 6 

covers tho direct and indirect costs of producing and selling 

the goods for export which are not included under 1 § (1) of 

Chapter 6. ; 

?. Whether certain good3 are of the same class or kind 

as other goods must be determined on a case-by-casc basis 

with reference to the circumstances invlolved. In determining 

the usual profits and gênerai expenses under the provisions 

of Chapter 6, sales for export to' Sweden of the narrowest 

group or range of goods, which includes the goods being valued, 

for which the necessary information can be provided, should 

be examined. For the purposes of Chapter 6, goods of the 

same class or kind must be from the same country as the goods 

being valued. 

Note to Chanter 7 

1, Oustorr.s values determined under the provisions of Chapter 7 

should, to the greatest c:ctent possible, be based on previously 

determined customs values. 

Ll. The :nethods of valuation to be employed under Chapter 7 

should be those laid down in Chapters 2 to' 6, inclusive, but 

a reasonable flexibility in the application of such methods 

should be applied. 

3. The requirement that the identical or similar goods 

should be exported at or about the sane time as the gcods 

b.eiri;j valued could be floxibly interpreted; identical or 

similar imported ^oods produced in a country other then 

the country of exportation of the goods being valued could 

be the basis for customs valuation; customs values 
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of identical or similar imported goods already determined 

tinder the provisions of Chapters 5 srA 6 could be used. 

The requirement that the gooes shall have "been so,ld in the 

"condition as imported" in 2 £ of Chapter 5 could be flexibly-

interpreted; the "ninety days" requirement could ber administered 

flexibly. 

4. The selling price referred to in 2 §(l) of Chapter 7 

means the' selling price in the Swedish market. 

5. For vcois irr.rcrtcd for hire or leasing the following 

will apply. If the provisions under Chapter 5 to 6, inclusive, 

cannot be applied, the customs value shall be determined 

under the provisions of Chapter 7» -*>e following method should 

thai, be used. If the importer has had an option to buy the 

goods instead of hiring them, "the customs value shall be based 

on the option price. If such a price does not exist the 

customs value shall be based on the cash value of the aggre

gate rentals during the estimated economic lifetime of the 

goods. Charges and costs referred to in 3 § of Chapter 2 

shall be deducted from the hire charges. At the calculation 

of the cash value, the interest rate referred to in 20 a § of 

the Customs'law (1975:670), at the time stated in 6 a § of 

the Customs law, shall be applied. 

Note to Charter 3 

To_1_§_(2)XaJ 
The term buying commis s1on s means fees paid by an importer 

to his agent for the service of representing him abroad in 

the purchase of the goods being valued. 

2o_1_§_(l)M 
1. The :•:.:. rrtionment of the value of tools, dies, moulds and 

similar cle-.ents to the imrerted good's should be made in a 

manner appropriate to the circumstances and in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles. 

2. If the importer acquires the element from a seller not 

rei: ted to hin at a river: sort, the vjlue of the element is 

that cost. If the element was produced by the importer or by 
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a-person related te /.in, its .value would te the cost of producir 

it. If the element had been previously used "by the importer, 

regardless of whether it had "beer- aquired or'produced by such 

importer, the original cost of acquisition or production 

would have to be adjusted downward to reflect its use in 

order to arrive at the value of the element. 

3» Various possibilities exist in apportioning tho value 

of the dénient to the imported goods. For example, the value 

might be apportioned jbo the first shipment if the importer 

whishes to pay duty on the entire value at one time. As another 

example, the importer may request that the value be apportioned 

over the number of units produced up to the time of the first 

Qv) shipment. As a further example, he may request that tho 

value be apportioned over the entire anticipated production 

where contracts or firm commitments exist for that production. 

The method of apportionment used will depend upon the docu

mentation provided by the importer.* 

1. Additions for the value of engineering and similar work 

should as far.as possible be based on data readily available 

in the buyer's commercial record system. 

2. For these elements supplied by the buyer which were 

purchased or leased by the buyer, the addition would be the 

cost oi" the purchase or the lease. Ho addition shall be made 

for those elements available in the public.domain, other 

than the cost of obtaining copies of them. 

3. In cases where the production of the element in question 

involves a number of countries and over a period of time, 

the adjustment should be limited to the value actually- added 

to that element outside Sweden. 

1. The royalties and licence l'aes referred to in 1 § (jjj) of CI. 

connection to tho imported goods and may include,- amoa/r other th 

respec» to patents, trademarks ar.à copyrights, however, 

tj'.c c::ivgci: for tl.e rigi.t to rcproauce the ii..c,crt :•::, g ."..eus in 

Sweden shall not be added to the price actually paid or payable 

for the imported goods in determining the cuatomc value. 

G 
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2. iV^u-rtn r.adc by V;:e Vuyer for the rirht to distribute 

or resell the imported roods shall not "be addocl to the price 

actually paid or payable for the imported godds if such payments 

arc not a condition of the sale for export to Sweden of the 

imported goods. 

3, Where objective and quantifiable data do not exist with 

regard to the additions required to be made under the provi

sions of Chapter 8, the transaction value cannot be determined 

-jridcr the provicions of Chapter 2. 

Hote to Chapter 9 

20-L 
A redaction of the- value for dazafred rroods shall be admitted 

irrespective of whether the seller or the buyer has to pay 

the costs for the damage. For example, the reduction of the 

value may be calculated on the basis of the credit given by 

the seller, compensation given by an insurance company or 

the cost of repairing the goods. . . 

To_2_§_ 

Where the seller and the buyer have reached"an agreement 

on a certain rate of exchange for fo-rcl~.'; currency, this rate 

shall be applied for the determination of the customs value. 

Where' such an agreement has not been made the selling rate 

of exchange quoted by the bank Post- och xlreditbanken on 

the last business day of a certain month shall be applied 

for goods presorted for customs clearance, as said in G a § 

cf the Cur-, corns law, during the period from the sixth day 

of the z.exr. siorith to the fifth day of .the-following month, 

inclusive. 

If such a selling rate is subject to a change, caused .by a 

currency authority or otherwise is altered to a considerable 

extent du:-.'.:.g the :• oriod, tne 3oard of- Cus tome shall decide the rate of 

.-..:<:'. :•:.••-: i'.v L':.e currency in ouest ion to "s ir died for the 

. L\.H-—..*...' .--I. »• V-.1 (.-*. w uL'id.'vUi 

If a sell in," rate has not teen cuoted the matter shall be 
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"submitted to the Board of Customs for a decision. 

These provisions shall enter into force on 1 January 1981» 

'* 
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